Chappy moped

Make Yamaha. Yamaha chappy is bike which was introduced in It was produced till The most
common models of this bike are LB50 and the LB80, need maintenance, rides good, turns on
good, switches gear good. I don't have its title, is street legal though. I am selling this Yamaha
Chappy LB It is a nice original project bike. The motor is not stuck, it turns over, but I don't have
the key so I can't tell you if it will start or not. The bike comes with only a bill of sale, no title. For
NYC you must pay the tolls. Bike is sold as is, without warranty. Shows miles on it. Will go over
40 mph with a lb plus man! You are welcome to come see it and test it out if you like prior to
purchase. Model RD This RD is well sorted out with minimal patina. This is a strong runner and
starts very easy 1 or 2 kicks. All chrome is in great shape and all alloy surfaces are polished. I
have owned and restored this RD for the past 10 years. Some of the restoration work was
performed by Economy Cycle. I have multiple service and parts manuals for the RD. HVC
Streetfighter seat cover and pad installed on original pan. Stainless braided brake lines. Original
Chappy Red paint with original decals. Bike has 12, original miles. All switch gear works
perfectly turn signals, lights, etc. Instrument gauges and lighting work perfectly. All original
components are available with bike e. Make Honda. Model CB. Solid Honda CB Looks great
needs very little. Headlight and tail light work, needs blinker relay for blinkers. Already had a
shop put the carb in the ultra sonic, just needs adjustments. If add is still up, bike is still for
saleignore: kawasaki, cafe racer, enduro, mini bike, moped, suzuki, yamaha chappy, honda trail,
trail bike, dirtbike. Complete rebuild finished in July The bike was completely disassembled and
rebuilt. Engine and frame numbers do not match. Presently has 50 miles on engine,so it is not
completely broken in,but has completed the initial break in procedure recommended by Vintage
Specialties and LA Sleeve. Rebuild includes the following Rebuilt crank by Vintage Specialties
of Jenkinburg GA New Wiseco pistons and 65mm re-bore Rebuilt and ultrasonically cleaned
carbs jetted to mains and 30 idles Oil injection system ultrasonically cleaned new nozzles and
lines New DG exhaust and Uni air filters Polished engine covers New front brake master
cylinder Rebuilt rear master cylinder Rebuilt brake calipers Powder-coated Wheels New wheel
and neck bearings New fork seals and springs,lower legs polished New swing-arm bushings
New tires and chain Has Martek solid state ignition which came on the bike. Timing is set at 2.
All electronics work as they should New battery, coils, ignition wires and caps New Cafe seat,
fender and fly screen from Hot-wings Glass Frame and components re- painted back, no tabs
were cut Body parts re-painted Chappy Red New rear-sets This is not a bike for one with little or
no mechanical ability or a new or novice rider. Please buy a more modern bike if you are.
Neither of us will be happy. I cannot over state that the engine has less than 50 miles on it and
will need further breaking in. There are no warranty's given or implied. If you are not familiar
with this type of motorcycle do not bid. If you have a less than 5 positive feedback score please
contact me thru E bay before bidding or I will cancel your bid. Any questions please call me Bill
Model Champ. Great for collector or a dependable every day ride. Bayfield, CO. Gresham, OR.
Baton Rouge, LA. Waterford, MI. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Alamo, CA. Alert
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were introduced as Honda released its small trail bikes. They were produced in the 's and early
's. The most common models are the LB50 50cc model and the LB80 72cc model. The LB50s
was usually known to have pedals installed into the swingarm, while the LB80s normally had
the pedal system absent all together. Because people often modify their Chappys for their own
personal riding preferences, pedal existence alone should not be used to identify what model
the bike is. On the left side of the engine near the cylinder's base, there is usually a small
engraving that states the displacement of the motor, either 50cc or 72cc. The frame will also
have a paper label behind the headlight stating the original motor's displacement, the
manufacture date, and a VIN number. Both engine models include a 2-stage 2-speed automatic
transmissions. Technically, there are 4 speeds all together, but the transmission may only be
set to use either the lower two speeds for extreme uphill climbing, trail riding, etc or the higher
two speeds for all around on-road cruising. The gear selector shifter is located on the left side
of the motor, just above the side cover. There is also a neutral gear. In order for the gear
selection to be changed, the bike must come to a complete stop and the engine must have a
very low rev. Shifting the bike while moving or reving the motor will usually not work, can be
very dangerous violent jerks often happen , and the transmission gears easily destroyed. Since
the kick starting mechanism is known as the bike's biggest weak point along with the cable
choke , most Chappy owners prefer to bump start their bikes. Bump starting the Chappy has not
been proven to cause any type of transmission damage or failure when performed properly. In
extreme instances where the bike does not have an easy cold start, the bike is started easiest

by bump starting in low gear "L" , since the motor will be revving higher as the owner pushes
the bike. Once started, it should be ran in low gear for a few minutes until it warms up, and then
stopped, shifted into drive "D" , and ridden normally. An experienced rider will be able to pedal
the bike if it has pedals to a slow speed while in neutral , and then popping the shifter into either
Drive or Low. Caution must be taken not to do this at too high a speed, or the transmission may
get damaged. There is a very large difference between the LB50 and LB80 models. While the
engine's lower ends of each model are usually identical, the 50cc top end does not pack enough
power to push the bike any more than about 21 to 23mph depending on the rider's weight. The
ride feels much like coasting a bicycle down a small incline. In comparison, the LB80 can get to
about 35mph stock and packs enough power for the experienced rider to perform a wheelie
upon take-off. A kit does exist from Polini to convert an LB50 to a 72cc displacement top end.
Euro 50cc 2 speed automatic gearbox reach mph, and for older models with moutain gear
switch before the max 28mph law in most euro countries. Polini kit fit only on Stock exhaust are
the most performance limitation for 50 and 72cc. There are two fittings on the side of the intake.
One is for oil injection and the other is to vacuum fuel from the petcock. Care must be take into
choosing a smaller one so that it does not interfere with the plastic cover above the motor.
Polini kit can have a double reed valve from other yamaha bike without mod.. Original air filter is
still available from Yamaha! If replacing the carburetor, one must be selected that has a cable
choke. If a lever choke is used, the plastic cover above the carburetor will either have to be
removed or have a hole cut in it large enough to be able to reach the lever. The intake can also
be converted to a 21mm and still function correctly. These need lot of jet setup, and less
restrictive exhaust to run correctly. Since the Chappy is not equipped with a fuel gauge, the gas
tank features two "pockets" near the bottom, each having their own outlet valve. Once the fuel
has dissipated in the pocket with the active outlet valve, the petcock can be switched to use the
other outlet valve by selecting "Reserve" and the bike can usually be ridden long enough to find
a gas station. The Chappy's generator outputs three separate circuits, which are Ignition, AC
Accessory, and one to charge the battery. The first is used exclusively for ignition. It is usually
identified by a black wire with a white stripe, and runs to the external ignition module, the
ignition switch key switch , and the kill switch lever on the right-side handlebar controls. When
the engine is shut off via the key or kill switch, the wire receives a direct line to ground and the
entire circuit is therefore "shorted". This makes spark impossible and the engine will be forced
to shut off. Moped Wiki. Personal tools. Views Read View source View history. Jump to:
navigation , search. Categories : Moped Models Yamaha. This page was last edited on 20 June ,
at Privacy policy About Moped Wiki Disclaimers. This was a great running original 80cc 2 speed
automatic noped with a super cool dealer accessory passenger seat. We lent it to Motion left
Mopeds, where they used it to design their full line of Chappy products. The bike was so strong
that we purchased a smaller rear gear which got the bike into the 50mph range. With all of that
speed; we installed the brand new whitewall tires. We built and tested this when it was snowing,
so I never put more than 5 miles on it tops. Then, like many of my mopeds, I put it on display in
the front window for a few seasons, and then moved it to storage. As the bike has not been
started in years, and will need a new pipe installed and carb tuned accordingly, we are not going
to warranty it. It is a great value for the bike and parts, and should be an easy project to finish. If
you want us to, we can negotiate a price for tune up and final review to sell the bike with a
warranty. All vehicles purchased online will be held at our flagship store on Michigan Avenue.
Pick up appointments can be made through the Faceb
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ook scheduler. Detroit Moped Works has always felt confident profiting from our wonderful
work, selling refurbished or rebuilt mopeds that we could stand behind and sell with a warranty.
Or maybe it just sits as wonderful decor in your Man Cave or She Shed. Once you buy it, it is
out of our hands and yours to enjoy! Walk-ins are welcomed but we are only accepting one
customer at a time. If you arrive without an appointment, you may find yourself waiting to be let
in. Schedule an appointment here. Monday: am â€” pm Tuesday: am â€” pm Wednesday am â€”
pm Thursday: am â€” pm Friday: am â€” pm Saturday: am â€” pm Sunday: Closed. Sponsored
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View. One customer in the shop at one time. Masks covering mouth and nose required. Close
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